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HOME SECURITY CHECKLIST

Our Home Security Checklist will help you choose basic safety and security items. You can install the items yourself, with minimal time and simple tools, to help prevent accidents and break-ins at your home.
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Second Floor Windows
Adding tamper-resistant locks helps prevent child access to open windows (Be sure these locks integrate with your fire escape plans).

Entry Door Security
Allows limited access.

Patio Door Security
Adding secondary security locks can prevent forced entry.

Ground Floor Windows
Adding secondary security locks can prevent forced entry. It also allows ventilation with the window partially open.

Entry Door Guards
Protect against kick-in attacks.

Visitor Security
Visitor identification helps deter unauthorized entry.

Weak point on jamb is at hole drilled for the deadbolt and latch bolts. Typically wood surface is only 1/4" to 3/8" thick at this point.

High Security Strikes
Protect against kick-in attacks. Most include 3" security screws to anchor into the wall stud.

Weak point on door is at hole drilled for the deadbolt and latch bolts. Typically wood surface is only 1/4" to 3/8" thick. Can be kicked in by intruder.

F.B.I. Statistics show over 2.5 million burglaries occur each year, and that two-thirds of all burglaries are committed in residential homes. Of these burglaries, another 67% are initiated by forced entry. For this reason, the average loss amounts to over $500.00. 60-69% of all break-ins are through a door. 25-30% of all aggravated assaults occur during home invasion. 50-59% of all reported rapes occur during home invasion. (F.B.I. Report 1996)

HELPFUL HINTS:

Cabinet Camlocks
Cam Locks
An effective means of controlling access to dangerous household chemicals and poisons. Can be used inside the home or garage to prevent accidents and maintain security of valuables.

Available in many different styles.

Night Locks
Night Locks
For added security, consider the protection of an interior night lock. Heavy-duty cylinder locks add a secondary defense against intruders and theft.

Patio Doors
Anti-Lift Bumpers
Anti-Lift Bumpers or screws can be used to prevent your patio door from being lifted up and off of the track. This, in union with a patio door lock and security bar will help prevent burglary and theft. These anti-lift bumpers can also be used on sliding glass windows.

Consider fire escape routes before installing window locks in your home. Never block windows or exits that may be crucial to you or your family in the event of an emergency.